
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

And the true bards __________________ for their firm and cheerful
temper.
1.

(note)
have been noted

Biography ___________________ mainly to political subjects.2. (devote)has been devoted

____________________________________ on this dwelling?3.
(by what decree/salt/sow/?)

By what decree has salt been sown

I ______________________ to work, and have been instead doing my two
or three hours in the plantation every morning.
4.

(forbid)
have been forbidden

So long a time has elapsed since we ______________________ by
events, that it was like a letter from the dead, and recalled to my memory very
dear recollections.

5.

(separate)

have been separated

We believe it _____________________ to Charleston.6. (forward)has been forwarded

I presume that our correspondence ____________________ at the
post-offices, and thus has attracted notice.
7.

(observe)
has been observed

The leper window ___________________ above.8. (notice)has been noticed

_________________________ about the 1st day yet?9. (anything/say/?)Has anything been said

Every evil temper ____________________ by indulgence.10. (foster)has been fostered

If nothing ____________________, nothing _____________________.11.
(soften) (mutilate)

has been softened has been mutilated

We already do so, in every other branch of art except architecture, and we
only do not so there because we ___________________ that it would be
wrong.

12.

(teach)
have been taught

They ____________________ by events; none of the vacancies taking
place which had been expected.
13.

(baffle)
have been baffled

He will treat you well, will listen to what you say, and if you can show him
that you ____________________, you will receive justice.
14.

(injure)have been injured
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Only an awning _________________ to protect the terrace from the sun.15.
(add)

has been added

He knows that he _____________________ by a revolutionary tribunal.16.
(condemn)

has been condemned

Similar demands _________________ by other Socialist bodies.17. (make)have been made

They _____________________ under the personal superintendence of
the Hon.
18.

(prepare)
have been prepared

Archaic spelling _____________________ as printed.19. (preserve)has been preserved

The question is not, at what period of life any variation
__________________, but at what period it is fully displayed.
20.

(cause)has been caused
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